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10th July 2018 
 
 
Dear Parents 
 
The PTA organises some great events over the course of the school year which are really 
well attended and enjoyed by the children.  It is always a bit difficult to get helpers and 
organisers and this matter has been discussed at the past few PTA meetings.  Having spoken 
to other schools to see how their events are run, it seems that most schools divide the 
events up between the year groups to run them, which actually seems to make a lot of 
sense.  Currently a parent takes on an event to run and then organises a team of helpers.  
The problem with this system is that when that parent leaves the school we are left with a 
hole to fill and this can be a struggle and mean the event cannot take place.  The following 
suggestion has been put forward for the running of events for the next school year: 
 
EVENT     MONTH   RUN BY 
Family Fun Day   September   Yr 4/5 
New parents Wine and Welcome October   PTA 
Halloween Disco   October   Yr 3/4 
Christmas Fair    December               (see below) 
Dinner Dance    March                         PTA 
Easter Egg hunt   April    Year 1 
Sports day Refreshments  May    PTA 
Infant Disco    June/July   Year 2 
Year 6 leavers events    June/July   Year 6 
 
It was agreed that it was only fair that the Reception Parents do not have to organise 
anything in their first year.  
 
We have had one volunteer to run the Christmas Fair this year but it would make the job a 
lot easier if there were a couple of people or even a team to run it. Emma Burke who has 
organised it for the last couple of years has everything on file and is happy to still offer 
support.  The various areas in the fair will once again be split between the year groups. 
 
We hope that this works going forward and creates a fairer system for events to be run and 
enjoyed by all.  The events are quite straight forward and easy to organise….. it’s not rocket 
science!  Everyone who has helped with events in the past seems to enjoy it.  The organisers 
who have run past events will handover to the new teams and be on hand for any help 
needed. 
 
 
Thanks for all your support 
The PTA 


